1.
Will construction fencing be required?
Yes, a 5-6’ tall chain link construction fence (or
approved equal) will be required around the extents of construction activity for the duration of the
project.
2.
Is there a location for dirt fill on the property? No, any top soil not used for the immediate
playground improvements will have to be removed off site by the contractor.
3.
Is there a location for staging materials and equipment?
Yes, a staging area will be provided
and coordinated with the selected contractor after the bid award. Two anticipated locations are:
(Location A) directly adjacent to the proposed playground improvements in the northeast corner of the
parking lot, and (Location B) in the parking lot area closer to the recent gym improvements.
4.
What is the overall budget for the proposed improvements?
The anticipated budget
range is $100,000 to $150,000 but it`s not a requirement, could be less or more than that range.
5.
Is there a larger percentage of special needs students at this school? No, the special needs
population is not above national levels for a student body this size.
6.
Are there any existing utilities in the area?
Yes, there is existing parking
lot lighting and associated power lines to remain in the immediate area. No other utilities are
anticipated.
7.
Will the school district provide a plan of private asset locations – lighting power lines, phone,
internet, irrigation, etc. that are in the playground area? A private utility locate plan will be provided by
the owner after selection of the winning team.
8.

Under ‘Proposal Submittal and Content Due’

A.
“The supplier must submit seven (2) hard…” Do we supply seven (7) or two (2) copies?
Sorry for the typo 2 copies should be enough.
B.
“…one (1) electronic copy, on a CD…” Is a flash drive acceptable in place of a CD?
Yes, both should be fine.
9.
Which do you prefer, concrete or aggregate sub base for the PIP?
Owner would prefer
a concrete sub base (4” min. thickness) for the poured in place rubber safety surfacing
10.
When you refer to drainage fabric, are you referring to French drains?
French drains are
acceptable or other drainage devices recommended by the manufacturer that provide proper drainage
for the proposed site improvements.
11.
Are you asking for a concrete curb around the play structure?
prefer a flush concrete curb around the perimeter of the play surface area.

Yes, the owner would

